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Special Announcement . . . .

For nearly four years we have been bringing our readers some of the best Celtic
storytelling available, and certainly some of the very best that is available entirely
for free. This has been the product of many people from fifteen countries around the
world. Some are authors, some photographers, some illustrators, some musicians.
All of their creative effort has been 100% donated to the cause of the Celtic Guide.
Some have gone on to establish businesses or careers after getting a start in these
pages. Some were major stars before the Celtic Guide was even thought of.
A few authors just started writing for us to fill a void, or share stories they’d
heard, or simply to see their name in print. Whatever their motive, they have added
something not found anywhere else in current Celtic publications.
We’ve also had many experts share their wisdom on DNA, Ogham writing, archeology, the
Gaelic language, and several other subjects. Many were “world’s experts” or very highly placed,
academically. We also have new authors nearly every single issue and appreciate them all.
I hesitate to name names in case I leave someone out.
Our three regular photographers from Scotland and Ireland already had impressive, original photo
libraries before donating their talent to the Guide. Then there are the incredible illustrator/authors in
the U.S., whose work has graced our covers and inside pages many times.
There have been so many people who have stopped by once, or more, with their own brands of
storytelling or creative offering. There are too many to mention by name and I would, no doubt, be
in trouble for forgetting some. We’ve also had generous help with the Celtic Guide social media, in
recruiting contributors and making important suggestions, along with help proofreading each issue.
Many people have combined talents to make this publication a success and have donated an
awful lot of their time to the cause. In deference to the time everyone needs just to handle life’s
other challenges, we have decided to move to an every-other-month schedule to relieve pressure
on all these great contributors. Since we just passed the half-way mark of 2015, we will begin with
this August issue as a bi-monthly. Our next issue will come out in October and the final issue of the
year will be published in December. Next year we will go online every-other-month, with issues in
February, April, June, August, October and December.
See the back page of this issue for more details.
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Kell-tic
Animals

Insular art, also known as Hiberno-Saxon art,
is a style of art produced during the post-Roman
history of the British Isles. The term derives
from insula, the Latin term for “island.”
One of the most stunning examples of
insular art is the Book of Kells, a 9th century
manuscript, essentially of the four gospels of
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John, plus a few
additional bits of text.
It is generally thought to have been created
in the monasteries of Ireland, Scotland and
England and derives its name from the Abbey
of Kells, in Kells, County Meath, which was its
home for much of the medieval period.
This sacred tome was actually once stolen by
Vikings, and its gold and jewel-ladened cover
was torn away, with the book being left behind
in the dirt. The book, minus its cover and a few
pages, remained in Kells until 1654. During the
Cromwell invasion, it was moved to Dublin
for safe-keeping, and was presented to Trinity
College in 1661, where it remains today.
This style of book is called an illuminated
manuscript because of all the miscellaneous
artwork that surrounds the text. Prevalent in this
artwork are images of animals.
The images shown with this article are redrawings of the originals, which were extremely
colorful, and are also copyrighted, despite their
extremely ancient past. These reproductions,
hopefully, will support our story sufficiently.
Two questions come to mind.
First, why use so many illustrations in the
first place?
Secondly, why animals?

by James A. McQuiston
USA

A cat, or perhaps a tall thin dog

One quick explanation of the purpose of
symbols being used is that a great number
of people from that period simply couldn’t
read – especially Latin. The lettering is very
calligraphic in nature, adding to the complexity
of deciphering the writings.
It has to be understood that the monks who
wrote this book did not do much else for their
entire life. Perhaps out of sheer boredom, or a
growing ability with a quill pen, symbols were
added to glorify the manuscript.
The most prominent animal in the Book of
Kells is actually the calf, since the entire book is
written on vellum made from calf skin.
However, we are more interested in the drawn
animals that accent the book. The animals, in
some cases, helped to illustrate the stories of the
Bible. Among those found in the book are birds,
chickens, calves, cats, dogs, eagles, fish, goats,
hares, horses, lions, lizards, mice, moths, otters,
peacocks, serpents, stags, and wolves.
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A comical looking bird

Another use for the symbols was to provide
a unique style of punctuation.
For instance, rather than breaking a word at
the end of a line with a hyphen, these monks
often used a symbol instead, typically an animal
symbol.
Some animals also appear with red dots
around them and this typically marks a mistake
in the transcribing.
The Book of Kells is an extremely unique
and valuable look back to well over 1,000 years
ago. Yet it still speaks to viewers in a way that is
inexplicable, mysterious, and inviting.
For all those countless hours spent by lonely
monks, hidden away in their scriptoria (work
rooms), many more countless hours have been
spent by people, over the last 1,200 years,
enjoying their efforts . . . and their animals.

Some of these animals would have been
familiar to the monks, others may have been
copied from imported items containing
animal artwork, or drawn from the
monks’ imagination.
Though we may never understand
all the symbology behind the animals,
it is thought that some were Celtic
symbols from the time of the druids.
Among its spirals and patterns, Celtic
art also had its share of animal figures,
believing that all things had God living
inside of them. In fact, there are a few
stories of the great Christian Saint
Columba speaking to animals and even
asking for their advice.
The gospel writer, Matthew, was
presented as a winged man or angel.
Yet Christians often used the lion
to represent Mark, with the last two
gospel writers being Luke, the calf or
ox, and John, represented by an eagle.
Jesus was represented by the fish,
which worked out well for converting
pagans, as the symbol of the fish was
already prominent in their culture.
Though the snake is generally
thought of as epitomizing evil, in this
Matthew, Mark, Luke and John
case it represented Wisdom.
represented by an angel, a lion, a calf and an eagle.
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Wyldebore

by Lily Hallock
(of the Ross Clan)
USA

Mysticism of Significance in Early Pictish Culture
In keeping with this issue’s theme of the
role animal figures played in Celtic lore and
mythologies, I present the Stone Boar figure
from Euffigneux (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1

In this article, we will explore how this
rudimentary, rough-hewn figure fits into the
Celtic pantheon of art historical symbolism and
significance.
Compact and rudimentary, yet with the large
stylized boar carved onto the figure’s body front
and center, there is no mistaking the guardian it
is meant to represent.

EDITOR’S NOTE: This month we
welcome a new writer to our pages.
Lily Hallock has a concentration in Art
History – including early Celtic relics
and architecture, and female deities
of that period, spanning from Pictish
to French, to Nordic. She served as
assistant to two major New York Times
reviewed artists, Jon Berzinski and
Claire Jervert. Also, the photography
exhibit, Edge, was curated by Lily at
the Sacred Gallery on Canal Street, in
the early 2000s. She also has editorial
and art curatorial experience, serving
as the editor of poetry for the NYC
glossy journal, Prometheus. We
proudly welcome her to our family of
contributors!
This piece is an exemplary fusion of early
Celtic,Viking, and Roman traditions.
The stylized, incised lines of the boar
figure presented in silhouetted form make this
stone icon a prime example of Celtic Class 1
symbolism. Although it is presented in a much
more compact, intimate form than the larger
prevalent Pictish stone slabs and boulder works,
it is rooted in a similar visual vocabulary. (Figs.
2 & 3)
The figure appears crude and rudimentary as
it represents a period in Pictish art wherein the
carving of lines was sharp and rigid in contrast
to the curvilinear , more naturalistic modeling
of Class 2 animal symbols. The figure itself has
no arms or legs; it stands solidly and slab-like
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in appearance. The boar presented has lines that
In my observation, this type of rendering
are sharper and stiffer in appearance than other lends a mythological totemic quality to the figure
examples of the later Class 2.
at hand and leads the viewer to contemplate
the possibilities of its spiritual use within the
Fig. 2
culture.
Although the imagery of wild boars and
boar-hunting abounds throughout the history of
Celtic art and mythology, little evidence exists
to prove that the wild boar was a staple food
for the early Pictish people. It is indeed rare
for archeologists to find boar bones at Pictish
settlement sites. When bones of the wild boar
are uncovered, they lack surface cut marks that
would indicate the boars had not been butchered
as a food source. At the Gaulish sanctuary at
Digeon, boar remains are believed to have been
found in assemblage with the bones of other
common beasts leading researchers to conclude
the wild boars were used in ritual sacrifice
ceremonies.   
The stone sculpture dates from the 1st century
BC and is a great representation of the myriad
of stylistic and symbolic influences that distant
cultures had on the Picts. There are strong
Roman and Viking art historical references that
one can interpret from the imagery presented on
the figure.
There is a specifically Roman influence in the
depiction and rendering of the face on Figure 1.
Fig. 3
The almond-shaped eyes and curvingly-arched
brow is sculpturally similar to the way early
Roman artists depicted
facial features. The
stone figure’s facial
structure is very
similar to that found
on figures depicted
in ancient Roman
mummy portraiture
such as the Portrait
of a Woman, dating
from around 55 A.D.
Fig. 4
(Fig. 4)
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Notice the torc design on the figure. The
Fig. 6
thick incision of tubular lines placed at the neck
of the figure with squared-off tacitly-pocked
finials serves a visual formal purpose and also
a symbolic one. The Pictish wearing and use of
torcs is evidence of the symbiotic relationship
between Viking and Pictish cultural influences.
Metalwork torcs with spiral-incised design and
similarly stylized finials are a common find
where Iron-Age Viking and Pictish peoples
were known to have existed. A prime example
of the style of torc that was prevalent at this
point in time would be the piece known as the
“Great Torc of Snettisham” (Fig. 5) which was
unearthed in 1950 in Snettisham, England and
dates from circa 75 B.C. Many torcs of the era
Torcs in early Celtic culture were also
were buried in the ground sacrificially to honor believed to perhaps have been objects for
local deities or to be used as funerary offerings. ritualistic use as rattles or other instruments of
power in Pagan ritual. Many times, figures were
Fig. 5
shown not wearing torcs, but instead, holding
them. In fact, the Gallo-Roman slab known
as “Pillar of the Boatman,” (Fig. 6) which
dates from 1 B.C., depicts the early Celtic
god Cernunnos wearing torcs on both antlers,
perhaps to define in visual terms, the dualistic
animal/man nature of his character.
There is speculation that this stone figure
from Effigneux might have been created to
On Figure 1, the torc is employed as a depict the supernatural act of transmogrification.
formal sculptural device used to anchor the In this case, it would attempt to show the god
figure, dividing the head from the lower slab- of the hunt, in all likelihood, Moccus, in the act
like body. In this, we see both the distinct of changing from his man to boar-god form.
compartmentalization of imagery and the The Celtic god, Moccus, is known to have
depiction of stationary figures not engaged in been worshipped in relation to boar hunting.
action that is so common in Class 1 Celtic art.
His name is translated as “pig” from Gaulish
In much of Celtic art, the representation of and he is of a similar derivation as the Roman
a figure wearing or holding a torc signified the god, Mercury, whose persona symbolized the
supernatural power of the personality depicted. ferocity and metaphysical strength of the wild
Great warriors of the time wore torcs and many boar. It is of visually formal interest to note that
gods/goddesses were represented wearing the Ancient Romans usually depicted Mercury
them. In early representations of deities, torcs as a god in human form and presented him
signified power and perhaps, nobility over their frontally to the viewer. In contrast, the Pictish
human followers.
renderings of Moccus were in the form of a boar
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It would then also point to a strong imagistic
profile with stylized lines incised on the region
and formal correlation with the crude, colossal
of his upper back.
stone-sculptured heads of the Easter Islands.
This theory, however, would not answer to
the close attention to modeling given to the
rendering of the boar and the amount of detail
given to the figure’s facial features. It would
stand to reason that the creator of such a smallscale object would not be concerned with such
finely-hewned detailing, as these features
would not in theory formally translate over to a
coherent presentation on a much larger scale.
For all of the boar’s seminal and shifting
significance throughout early Pictish and later
Celtic cultural history, one lasting marker remains
steadfast through modern times and that is the
If the postulation that the stone figure is etymological lineage of the Scottish surname,
indeed an ancient representation of the god Wilbur. The name Wilbur was derived from the
Moccus is correct, it would have been created word, “Wildbor” or “Wyldbar” meaning “wild
as a personal worshipping device, rather than a boar” in Middle English.   To the people of the
mere representation and reminder of strength and Dark Ages, the wild boar symbolized ferocity
success in the wild-boar hunt. Indeed, the large in fight and form, and became a popular first
eyes, the inclusion of the torc with its inherent name and a baptismal name of affection during
metaphysical symbolism, and placement of the that time. In the late 12th century, the rampant
boar prominently front and center on the figure’s wild boar became among the very first heraldic
mid-section, indicate the apotropaic nature of symbols to ever be used on armor. Spelling
this object.   The small, intimate size of the item variations rooted in the wild boar concept and
points strongly in the direction of it being used symbolism carry through to modern times in the
for this purpose. Such an object would have surnames Wildeboer, Wyldbore, Wilber, Wylber,
been used to protect the dwelling it was in and Wyldebore, Wilebore and more. The use of the
the individuals who owned it.   Its relative size wild boar to exhibit a family/clan’s ferocity of
would make it easy to transport from place to survival and longevity follows through to this
place for personal use in contrast to the mega- day on traditional Wilbur crests.
ton stone slabs with similarly stylized animals
Bibliography:
that appear more commonly in Pictish culture
General Information has been drawn from
which were meant for more public display and
the following sources:
edification.
Cummins, W. A. Decoding the Pictish
It is of particular interest to note that
throughout the last century of study, there has Symbols. Gloucestershire, UK: The History
been speculation in some art historical groups Press, 2014.
Henderson, George & Isabel. The Art of the
that this stone boar god figure may have been
a mock-up or model for a sculpture on a much Picts: Sculpture & Metalwork in Early Medieval
larger monumental scale–more in line with Scotland. New York, USA: Thames & Hudson,
the mega-ton size and structuring of the stone 2004.
Henderson, Isabel. The Picts. New York,
slabs found throughout the lands where ancient
USA: Frederick A. Praeger, 1967.
Pictish peoples were known to have dwelled.
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The Witches’

Familiar
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by Carolyn Emerick
USA

What Is A Familiar?
The “familiar spirit” is a common motif
found in both folklore and witch trial records of
the witch hunt era. The term is said to be derived
from the Latin famulus, which means servant,
due to the familiar’s role of serving the witch
to whom it was attached. Familiars served as an
attendant to the witch, providing such functions
as protection and guidance, teaching the witch
magical and healing arts, or in the case of bad
witches, and doing their bidding engaging in
sinister deeds.
In popular media today, the familiar is almost
always represented as an animal, and usually the
black cat. Film and television programs often
portray the familiar as a corporeal animal, more
akin to a pet or companion, who aids the witch
in their magic. However, the familiar found in
folklore and witch trial records often existed
very much in the spirit realm, hence the name
“familiar spirit.”

In his encyclopedia on the witch hunt era,
William E. Burns insists that familiars were
never real animals, but always strictly a spirit.
But folklorist Katharine Briggs disagrees. In her
book Nine Lives: The Folklore of Cats, Briggs
explains the type of elderly person that was
often accused of witchcraft often lived alone
with his or her pets. Due to the loneliness of a
solitary old age, this type of person would no
doubt dote on their animals more than what was
common in society during that period. In her
own encyclopedia on fairies and spirits, Carol
Rose says that simply having a pet in the home
of an accused witch, in some cases, could be
considered proof of their guilt.

The elderly were especially vulnerable
to accusations of witchcraft.
Public domain illustration by Alicea Polson.

A women, along with her familiar,
interacts with a fairy.
Public domain image by Jennie Harbour

Whether spirit or corporeal, the familiar was
not always an animal. Other times the spirit
took the shape of a human, or was even known
to be the ghost of a deceased person who now
– 10 –

resided in Fairy Land. (In British folklore, there
is a mingling of ghosts, fairies, fairy land, and
the realm of the dead.) The deceased might have
been someone known to the witch, or it might
well have been a complete stranger. Familiar
spirits could also be fairies, or other folkloric
creatures such as the hobgoblin, who were in
the service of the witch that they served.
Where Were They Found?
Though familiars were common in many
areas, they were not universally known in all
regions. They are found with high frequency
in the folklore of England, Scotland, and the
Basque culture (which is known to have some
connection to the Celts). Familiars most often
took the shape of animals in England and the
Basque region, but in Scotland familiars could
appear as either human or animal and usually
with a strong connection to the fairy realm.
The types of animals that familiars appeared
as were usually creatures that would be
commonly known to peasants. So we frequently
see familiar spirits taking the shape of domestic
animals such as dogs and cats. But they also
appeared as animals that were present in the
landscape. The toad is one such common
manifestation.
Familiars appeared as toads in England and
Scotland, but in Basque the toad is the most
common form of familiar, and much folklore
developed around this motif. Basque toad
familiars were typically described as wearing
clothes. They retained a place of honor in the
witch’s household, and were thought to be
especially powerful. In this way, there seems to be
some overlap in traditions of the domestic spirit.
The domestic spirit is commonly remembered
today as the house elf, or brownie, but could
take many forms in old European folklore
(more to come on this topic soon!). We see the
Basque toad familiar being propitiated with food
offerings in the same way that domestic spirits
were often given offerings of food in return for
the services that they provided.

England developed a very rich tradition of
the familiar spirit in its folklore and witch trial
records. English familiars could appear as the
aforementioned animals, but also as ferrets,
weasels, rodents, rabbits, or insects. The spirit
might be passed down from parent to child in
a family of witches, or it was often reported to
be gifted to the witch by a powerful spirit in the
otherworld.
Familiars As Demons
Because fairy lore was so aggressively
demonized by the Church (see my article “When
Witches Communed with Fairies,” Celtic Guide
Vol. 2 Issue 10), fairies became equated with
demons. Thus, the folkloric rulers of the fairies
were often conflated with the devil, or seen
to be in league with him. Therefore, we see
some witches receiving their familiars from the
fairy king or queen, and others from the devil
himself. For this reason, familiar spirits were
often equated with demons by witch hunters.
Carol Rose says that “in Wales, familiars
are mostly demons who are usually invisible”
(Rose, 113). This tradition of invisible demonic
familiars appears to be unique to Wales, and may
be a result of prodding by witch interrogators
rather than any real folkloric belief.
Possible Shamanic Connections
It is my opinion that animal familiars may
serve a similar function in folk belief that we see
entities such as spirit animals, power animals,
totems, spirit guides, and so forth, filling in
other cultures. In fact, the modern conception
of a spirit guide is quite similar to a guardian
angel, and Carol Rose makes the analogy of
an attendant familiar spirit with the role of a
guardian angel in her encyclopedia.
There are many scholars today who have
developed a very strong case for the theory that
a minority of accused witches may have been
engaging in ancient shamanic practices carried
over from the pre-Christian era. This does not
apply to all, or even most, of the accused, as
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we know that witch interrogators would elicit
confessions with the use of torture and tell the
victim precisely what to confess. However,
there are some anomalies.
For example, Italian scholar Carlo Ginzburg
has studied the Benandanti, or “good walkers,” a
group of accused witches from the Friuli region
of Italy. The region of Friuli had its own dialect
that was distinct from the other Italian dialects,
which protected them from the witch trials for
a very long time, as there were no inquisitors
who could speak their language. When they
eventually got around to interrogating them,
the inquisitors were astounded by what the
Benandanti confessed to – because none of it
was found in their witch hunting manuals!
When the confessions did not match the
witch hunters’ manuals, this is one clue that
their practices were not fed to them by the
interrogators. Among the things the Benandanti
confessed to was the practice of going into
trance to journey to the spirit world to engage in
spirit battles to protect their village’s crops from
malevolent spirits that sought to sabotage their
harvest. Carlo Ginzburg discusses his theories,
and even expands his discussion to other parts
of Europe, including German-speaking regions
and Lowland Scotland in his books, Ecstasies:
Deciphering the Witches’ Sabbath and The
Night Battles: Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in
the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries.
Emma Wilby is a British scholar who has
found similar conclusions in her research into
Scottish witch trials. Wilby discusses accused
witches’ use of trance, and other shamanic
techniques, to engage in otherworldly travel
and interactions with spirits in the other world.
Both familiars and the fairy realm are discussed
in depth in Wilby’s books, The Visions of
Isobel Gowdie: Magic, Witchcraft and Dark
Shamanism in Seventeenth-Century Scotland
and Cunning-Folk and Familiar Spirits:
Shamanistic Visionary Traditions in Early
Modern British Witchcraft and Magic.
The theory that some accused witches were

using shamanic practices is briefly touched on
in Scottish Fairy Belief, by Lizanne Henderson
and Edward J. Cowan. They mention another
scholar, whose work I have not yet read, by the
name of Eva Pocs whose research on witchcraft
and the fairy tradition in Hungary and Southwest
Europe has produced findings very similar to
Ginzburg’s and Wilby’s.
So, we see that there is strong scholarly
support for theory that a minority of witches
may have been carrying on traditions that
originated in the pagan landscape of ancient
pre-Christian Europe. Their familiars are often
intermediaries to the spirit world. Familiars are
often the beings who teach healing or magical
powers to the witch. This is not unlike the role
of animal guides that we see in other shamanic
cultures, or even in modern neo-pagan and new
age beliefs.
And, indeed, Carol Rose mentions many
worldwide cultures with folkloric tales of
familiar-like entities in her encyclopedia. Many
of the cultures she names have historically
shamanic traditions, such as the Saami, Native
American, Australian Aborigine, and Siberian.
Of the Siberian tradition, she says “In Siberia
the Familiar is known as a Yakeela, which
may be required to combat the Familiar of an
adversary shaman” (Rose, 113). This sounds
strikingly similar to the practice of spirit battles
of the Benandanti described above.
Folklore And Popular Religion
To conclude, it’s important to mention that
from the Middle Ages into the Renaissance, and
indeed, in many cases even into modern times,
the beliefs held by the populace are often vastly
different than what they ought to believe when
going by the standards of the powers that be. In
other words, if you were to ask “what religion
were the people of Scotland in the second half of
the 16th century?” Protestant Christianity would
be the correct answer. However, this would not
correctly reflect the beliefs of the common folk,
especially among the peasantry.
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The rural people hung on to “the old religion,”
which was Catholicism, for many years after the
Reformation. And that old religion was infused
with many beliefs that were retained from the
far older religion, indigenous paganism. Popular
religion, therefore, is what is actually being
practiced by the people vs. what the official
religion preached at the pulpit teaches. And, it
is usually a rich mix of influences from all of the
above. You see this very plainly today in Central
and South America, where there is a fascinating
merging of native beliefs and Catholicism. The
same phenomenon happened many centuries
earlier in Europe.
The tradition of the familiar spirit, like most
folk traditions, retained elements of a pagan
origin while it also assumed Christian ideas that
were either organically infused or superimposed
upon it by secular and religious authorities.
This mix of influences is what makes folklore

a fascinating, but sometimes challenging, topic
to explore.
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Bamse

by Alison MacRae
Canada

Bamse statue (sculptor, Alan Herriot) sitting proudly at the quayside, by Montrose Harbour.

When one mentions a St. Bernard dog, what
comes to mind? I myself think of the large dog
with the cask around its neck, the Swiss Alps,
and snow. I think that is the usual picture one
has of a St. Bernard.
From Wikipedia we learn that this is a breed
of large working dogs from the Swiss Alps and
Northern Italy. The breed has become famous
through tales of Alpine rescues as well as for its
enormous size. They usually have a life span of
eight to ten years. Their temperament is lively,
watchful, gentle, friendly, and calm.
I think “extremely intelligent” should be
added to this list.
Why all this talk of a St. Bernard?
You are about to read of a heroic dog by the
name of Bamse (Norwegian for Teddy Bear).
Bamse was no ordinary dog. This dog
was an honourary sailor for the Norwegian
Navy. He was awarded the PDSA gold medal
posthumously, in 1984 (People’s Dispensary for
Sick Animals in the U.K).

He also won the hearts of the local people of
Montrose and Dundee.
Montrose even shut down their town and
schools so people could attend on the day of the
dog’s burial.
I also would like to give a warning – Kleenex
tissues might be needed to get you through this
heart-warming story.
My tale starts in Oslo, Norway, where Bamse
was born in 1937. Captain Erling Hafto was a
reserve officer who was appointed Lieutenant in
the Royal Norwegian Navy and given command
of the whale-catcher ship Thorodd, which had
been requisitioned at the start of the war and
now was put on coastal patrol. He acquired
Bamse as a family pet. Mrs. Hafto had other
ideas. Bringing up four children, she could not
cope with a large dog as well, so she insisted
that her husband take Bamse with him to sea.
Captain Hafto took Bamse on his ship – so
you could say he got his sea paws at a very early
age!
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Bamse loved going on the ship. He would
be described as a very good sailor dog (I do
not know just how many sailor dogs there are
around).
On one of the shore leaves, Hafto’s daughter
Vigdis remembers, when she was a young child,
very ill, and not expected to live, that Bamse
stayed by her bedside for twelve days and nights
until she was better.
The dog went with the captain back to sea
on the ship Thorodd, on which he had four and
a half years of unbroken service. He became
an official member of the crew on February 9,
1940. Bamse stayed on this ship for the rest of
his life, at Montrose, Scotland.
In June of 1940, the Germans invaded
Norway and the Norwegian Navy escaped to
Scotland. King Haakon left for England and
ordered all Norwegian Navy ships to do the
same. At this point the ship became the HNoMS
Thorodd (His/Her Norwegian Majesty Ship),
one of 13 out of 130 ships in the Norwegian
Navy to escape to the United Kingdom, arriving
on June 17, 1940, in Scotland.
The Thorodd was converted to a minesweeper
in Rosyth, Scotland, on June 30, 1940, and then
stationed in Montrose and Dundee, where she
remained for the rest of the war patrolling the
North Sea.
Bamse helped lift the morale of the ship’s
crew, and became well-known to the locals and
surrounding communities and was loved by the
school children.
He also had a sweet tooth. He would visit his
favourite bakery in Ferry Street, in Montrose.
The bakers always knew when the Thorodd
was in port as Bamse would appear on regular
visits. It was stated that he would go through
the back garden and appear opposite the door.
He kept his distance, making no attempt to enter
the premises – making no noise – no barking –
no whining. He would sit still like a statue and
when somebody from the shop glanced and saw
him, he would tilt his head slightly to one side
and turn on his doleful, hungry eyes.

Bamse, The Sailor Dog

He was irresistible with his big eyes, and
would soon be rewarded with left-overs, pieces
of broken pies, and other scraps; he was not a
fussy eater. He would eat neatly and straight
from the hand. When finished, he would simply
turn around and saunter away. In all the time
he visited the bakery, he never tried to enter
the shop and was extremely well-mannered for
a dog. This was one of many stops he would
make around the town for extra food, as it was
wartime and he was on rations as well. It took a
lot of food to fill him up!
Next door to the bakers was one of the
favourite watering holes that the sailors visited.
Bamse was often seen stretched out on the
pavement waiting patiently by the door, always
on alert if the crew got into fights. Sometimes
a crew member would appear and set down a
bowl full of beer for him; it was hard and thirsty
work looking after these sailors.
It was also a common sight to see Bamse
shepherding crew members (often the worse for
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wear) down Ferry Street and other streets with
pubs on the corner where the sailors might be
having a drink in before heading back towards
their ship.
He had a bus pass that was attached to his
collar, bought for him by the sailors. When
docked at the Dundee port, he had a bus pass
and a train pass for that area as well. He was
often told to go to a certain pub for some of the
crew members who had not returned when the
curfew was coming up. He would go to the bus
stop by himself and wait. When the bus stopped,
he would board it, then get off at the right stop,
go into the pub and round up the crew members,
and get them back to the bus stop to catch the
bus. If no crew member could be found, he
would take the journey back by himself on the
bus. Amazingly, this took place in two different
cities, but he would always know where to go
and never got lost on the trip. One very smart
dog.
He also helped save the life of one of the
sailors who had fallen overboard while out on
patrol. If it had not been for his barking and
drawing attention as he jumped in after the
sailor, they would not have been able to save him
(not all sailors can swim). The crew eventually
managed to get the sailor and the dog to the side
of the boat and pull them both to safety.
Other acts of heroism included saving a young
lieutenant commander who had been attacked
by a man wielding a knife. Bamse pushed the
assailant into the sea. He was also known for
breaking up fights amongst his crewmates
by putting his paws on their shoulders, which
helped calm them down, and leading them back
to the ship before they got into more trouble.
Now, Bamse did have some playtime to
himself. One of those times was when he would
go to the coal store down by the docks and roll
in the coal dust. He would come back to the ship
looking more like a chimney sweep and walk
up the gang plank proud of his activities. It was
to the horror of the crew. When on the deck, he
would go and find a bucket and put it down at

his paws, then sit and wait. No one wanted to
wash him when he was so dirty. It usually ended
up with direct orders from the Bridge issued for
an Order of the Bath.

Bamse gets a bath!

When captain Hafto was transferred to
another ship, he wanted to take his faithful dog
with him, but the crew had other ideas. Bamse
had become such an essential part of the ship’s
morale. Realizing the morale of the ship was
critical, the captain agreed to leave him with the
crew until the war was over, then they would
be reunited. Sad to say, this was not going to
happen.
When Bamse was sailing on the ship during
their action times, he would not cower below
the decks, but would stand proudly at the bow
acting as an inspiration to the crew. Such was
their concern for him that they made a special
tin helmet for him to wear at sea.
He also became the mascot and the symbol of
freedom for the Free Norwegian Forces during
the Second Word War. An iconic photograph of
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him wearing a Norwegian sailor’s cap was used
on patriotic Easter and Christmas cards during
the war.
On July 22, 1944, Bamse suffered from heart
failure and died on the dockside at Montrose.
Word spread fast and lots of tears were shed on
that fateful day.
He was buried with full military honours
in a man-sized coffin with his head facing his
homeland. Hundreds of Norwegian sailors and
Allied servicemen came. They also came from
Dundee where the ship sometimes docked. The
schools were closed for the day so that the school
children could attend the funeral, as Bamse had
been such a well-known sailor dog in the town,
truly loved by all.
His gravesite is in the sand dunes and has
been looked after all these years by local people
and the GlaxoSmithKline factory (a British
multinational pharmaceutical company).
The Royal Norwegian Navy holds a
commemorative service whereby they send a
ship over to Scotland every ten years to mark
Bamse’s anniversary. The procession last year
marked the 70th anniversary and it was led by
the local people along with St. Bernard dogs in
memory of this great one.
On October 17, 2006, HRH The Duke of
York unveiled a larger-than-life-sized bronze
statue of Bamse made by Scottish sculptor Alan
Herrior. It stands on Montrose’s Wharf Street.
The Norwegian consul in Edinburgh brought
greetings from Norway’s King.

People in attendance included the Lathallan
School Pipe Band, Royal Norwegian Navy
representatives, and Vigdis Hafto, the daughter
of Captain Hafto, Bamse’s owner.
On May 15, 2009, a statue of Bamse left from
the Port of Leith, to Honningsvag, which was
unveiled by school children from Honningsvag
and school children that had travelled from
Montrose. The statue stands in front of the
museum (with an accompanying story about
Bamse).
This statue was specially placed with Bamse
facing southwest towards Montrose, Scotland.
Montrose faces northeast towards Honningsvag,
Norway. The bonds between Norway and
Scotland are threaded together - all from one
special dog called Bamse.
Note: I would like to point out that a couple of
years ago, a cat came knocking at my door and
adopted me. Now this cat for a couple of weeks
did not respond to anything I said. I asked my
husband to speak to it in French by giving it a
command. He said, “viens ici,” which translates
to “come here” in English, and the cat came. It
took a while, but now the cat responds to my
commands in my Scottish accent. It did take
some time though.
This is what Bamse had to do when he was
in Scotland – understand a new language. Dogs
are intelligent, so he learned to adjust and
understand the language, which is something
a lot of us likely have not thought about with
animals.

Making MONETARY DONATIONS to the Celtic Guide:

The Celtic Guide has been published for free since its inception. Our costs are relatively
small for a magazine of this many pages, but there are costs involved. None of our
contributors has ever made a single penny directly from the Guide. It has all been done
for the love of Celtic culture. We are taking a page from Wikipedia in asking for donations
to help defray the costs we do have. We’ve added a Donate tab to our website and will
be working on setting up a credit card payment option soon. Meanwhile, you can reach
us at celticguide@gmail.com, if you do wish to make a donation now.
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The Dogs

by James Slaven
USA

of

Wales

ABOVE: The Wild Hunt (from Wiki Commons) shows hunting hounds accompanying
other spectral beings in this mythical legend, as explained in the article below.

The lore of dogs in Wales shows how deep
the relationship is between humans and their
animal best friend. They appear not only in
Welsh mythology, but extant breeds have been
developed by the Welsh to aid them in many
ways. From pagan mythology, to more modern
folklore, to Welsh dog breeds, here shall be
unleashed the Dogs of Wales.
Dogs of Myth
Perhaps the most famous of Welsh dogs are
the Cŵn Annwn, the Hounds of Annwn. These are
the spectral hunting hounds of Arawn, the ruler
of the Welsh Otherworld Annwn. Featured in the
First Branch of the Mabinogi, we meet them as
they have taken down a stag, but then are driven
away by Pwyll, Prince of Dyfed, setting up his
first meeting with Annwn. The hounds are said
to be of white coloration with red ears, red being
the color associated with death for the Celts and
white being associated with the supernatural.
Their existence and sightings continue into the
Christian Era, where they are called The Hounds
of Hell or Dogs of Hell, although of course there
is a vast difference between the Christian Hell

and the Welsh Otherworld, a place of beauty,
repose, and feasting, rather than a realm of
eternal punishment. In post-pagan Wales, they
are also said to be accompanied by the hag Mallty-Nos, Matilda of the Night. In both pagan and
Christian times, they are a part of the Wild Hunt,
a folk myth in Northern, Western, and Central
Europe. The Wild Hunt is a group of ghostly
hunters that pursue humans, sometimes the
living and sometimes the souls of the departed.
The Hounds of Annwn themselves are used to
hunt the evil doer until the Huntsman, whether
Arawn or Gwyn ap Nudd, another Welsh deity of
the Otherworld, catches up to them. Even today,
it is said that to hear their howl is a portent of
death – a belief that is very prominent around
the mountain of Cadair Idris, which is a known
hunting ground for the hounds.
Another mythical dog from Wales is the
Gwyllgi. It appears as a ghostly mastiff with
blazing red eyes and baleful breath that haunts
lonely roads at night. A related beast is the
spectral black dog of St. Donat’s castle, in the
Vale of Glamorgan, who haunts alongside a
frightening hag.
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(Below) Gwyllgi, the spectral black dog of St. Donat’s castle (shown above). Images from Wiki Commons.

along with the body of a wolf that Gelert had
killed in order to protect the babe. The prince
erected a monument to the dog, for which the
village of Beddgelert (Gelert’s Grave) owes its
name.

A less frightening, but more poignantly sad
tale is that of Gelert. The favorite hunting hound
of Prince Llywelyn, Gelert was usually at the
front of the pack. On one fateful hunt, the prince
noticed Gelert was missing and came back to
Bedd Gelert (Wiki Commons)
find the dog coming out of his infant son’s room
covered in blood. Fearful and angry that the
Dogs of Folk-Lore
hound had killed his heir, Prince Llywelyn drew
Many are the tales of lost fairy dogs being
his sword and killed Gelert. He then walked found by farmers, only to not then being taken
into his son’s room to find the infant unharmed, care of properly. Once the fairy owners find
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the dog, it is willingly given back to them,
with the farmer being handed a bag of coins as
a reward. Later, though, the coins would turn
into worthless items, such as leaves or shells,
due to the fairies teaching them a lesson for
being so uncaring towards their pets. Unlike the
stingy farmers, though, there are tales of kindly
women taking care of the found fairy dogs. A
farmer’s wife took care of such a dog and, when
the fairies inquired, she willingly gave back the
now-healthy animal. The fairies rewarded her
by making her cows give more milk than any
other in the area.
Fairy dogs would howl at crossroads, biting
anyone foolish enough to get in their way or
those who would attempt to shoo them off.
Occasionally the person would even be dragged
away by the dog, never to be seen again. Even
normal dogs had abilities, such as being able

to see the aura that surrounds humans and then
being able to track their masters’ souls after
death, as the soul also contains that aura.
In a more Christian tale, it is said Satan erected
the Devil’s Bridge, to help people cross a deep
gorge, with the understanding that the first thing
to cross would become his. A man came upon
the bridge but, knowing whose it was, threw
bread across it. The man’s trusty dog ran across,
chasing the bread, becoming the first thing to
cross. Satan, afraid of the dog, chose not to take
his due. In a similar tale, it was an old woman
who threw the bread across. While Satan was
not afraid of the dog, he also did not want it
in place of the woman, either. In separate tales,
it’s the devil himself who is the dog, appearing
around Wales as an enormous black mastiff.
Many famous figures of legend had dogs
as companions. Lupus, the dog of St. Kevin,

Mysterious mist on Cadair Idris, a mountain in Gwynedd, Wales (Wiki Commons)
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helped capture the last snake that left Ireland.
Cavall was the favorite hound of King Arthur,
and was the first of his hounds to run down a
stag. Hodain of Sir Tristram passed up stags
in order to find the knight, succeeding when
finding his owner’s corpse lying in wake in a
church. Gorban, the white dog of Ummad, was
lamented at death by his bardic master with
poem and song.
Corgis – the fairy mount
Although there are several Welsh dog breeds,
including the well-known Welsh Terrier and the
Welsh Sheepdog, perhaps the best known, and
most linked with folklore, is the Welsh Corgi, a
name derived from the Welsh words for dwarf
(cor) and dog (ci).
Bred as a herding dog, the Corgi is the
embodiment of Welsh tenacity. Rather than
herd cattle by running around the animals, the
corgi instead nips at their heels, working and
worrying them from behind. As a herder, it is an
offensive dog, as it does not back away when a
member of the herd decides to charge the dog.
Rather, the dog will simply snap at and bite the
charging animal’s nose, causing it to rejoin the
herd. Although cattle are the primary herding
unit, the corgi is just as adept at herding sheep
and Welsh ponies. They are even strong-willed
enough to herd flocks of geese!
A faithful dog, they can be pets as well
as work dogs, and have been used to guard

Cardigan Welsh Corgi (Wiki Commons)

children. Their herding instinct still kicks in
when playing, as they may nip at the children’s
heels during play! They make excellent guard
dogs, being shy around strangers, causing them
to bark loudly when an unknown presence is
close.
The corgi is said to be a gift to humans from the
fairies, returning to their fairy friends at night to
play. Those who stay with the fae are sometimes
used as mounts for the woodland warriors and
even today some carry the mark of saddles on
their back fur. The companionship between the
fairies and corgwn (a more Welsh way of writing
the plural of corgi) are commemorated in songs
and poetry, such as in this poem:
Made them work the fairy cattle,
Made them pull the fairy coaches,
Made them steeds for fairy riders,
Made them fairy children’s playmates;
Kept them hidden in the mountains,
Kept them in the mountain’s shadow,
Lest the eye of mortal see one.
Further Reading:
The Mabinogion (a collection of Welsh
mythology of which several versions are
available).
The Mythology of Dogs: Canine Legend
(Gerald Hausman and Loretta Hausman).
Welsh Folk-Lore: A Collection of the FolkTales and Legends of North Wales (Elias
Owen).
British Goblins, Welsh Folk-Lore,
Fairy Mythology, Legends and Traditions
(Wirt Sikes).
The Bizarre Notes and Queries
in History, Folk-Lore, Mathematics,
Mysticism, Art, Science, Etc. (S.C. &
L.M. Gould).
A Book of South Wales (Sabine
Baring-Gould)
The Welsh Fairy Book (W. Jenkyn
Thomas).
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by Liam O Shea
Ireland
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Obie and his buddy, Tadhg, the Irish Wolfhound,
on a trip to Connemara, Co Galway, are pictured here
(and on our front cover) in Connemara National Park.
This park covers some 2,957 hectares of scenic
mountains, expanses of bogs, heaths, grasslands and
woodlands. Some of the park’s mountains, namely
Benbaun, Bencullagh, Benbrack and Muckanaght, are
part of the famous Twelve Bens or Beanna Beola
Range. Much of the present parklands formed part
of the Kylemore Abbey Estate and the Letterfrack
Industrial School. The remainder having been owned
by private individuals. The southern part of the park
was at one time owned by Richard (Humanity Dick)
Martin, who helped to form the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals during the early 19th
century. The parklands are now wholly owned by the
State and managed solely for National Park purposes.
For more Obie see:
www.facebook.com/mydogObie
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Hieland Coos

With long, thick, flowing hair and majestic
good looks, he ambles across the Scottish
moors. Men and women stop and stare in
awe at his muscular frame as he stills before
them. That almost sounds like a Dos Equis
commercial about the “Most Interesting Man
in the World.” But…no. I’m writing about
those adorable “Hieland coos.”
The Highland cow originated in the Scottish
Highlands and the Western Isles around the
6th century, but they can also be found today
in various parts of Europe, North America
and Australia. The cows descend from the
native cattle of Scotland and are named after
the Highlands. We’ve all seen the light red
cows because that is the most common color,
but there are other variations such as black,
brindle, white, and cream. Although these
sturdy animals are bred primarily for meat,
some of these cows are also bred strictly for
cattle shows.

by Victoria Roberts
USA

These cute animals are well known for
their survival qualities, longevity and maternal
instincts. They’re also considered as light
grazers and used to manage and diversify lands
without the negative impact of other breeds.
Living in the Scottish Highlands is no easy
feat, but these animals thrive in cold, wet
climates. The long coat of the cow helps it to
adapt to the harsh conditions of its environment.
The animals have a large, strong build and a
thick double layer of hair. Not only are the
two large horns on the top of its head used for
defense from predators, but the Highland is
able to use the horns to dig through snow to
find vegetation.
In an earlier issue of the Celtic Guide, I
wrote about crofters in Scotland. In extreme
conditions, herders have been known to keep
the younger and weaker cattle in the same
huts that were occupied by families. Even
though the temporary shelter kept the younger
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calves warm and toasty, the atmosphere had
to have been miserable with the smell of foul
accumulations deposited by the cattle.
One way the crofters
tried to avoid this mess,
no pun intended, was to
dig a trough in the floor to
allow the cow’s waste to
be carried off via gravity.
Hence the reason animal
pens were always kept
in the lowest part of the
house. I could only imagine
the putrid scent of the livein livestock. But like the
sturdy Highland cow, the
crofter’s kin had to be hardy
enough to endure winters
cooped up in those huts.
In the Highlands and
Lowlands, cattle throughout
the Middle Ages were the
way status was expressed
and recognized. In medieval times, charters
specified the number of heads of livestock to
be provided to families in return for grants of
land and titles.
Taxes were typically levied based on the
number of heads of cattle per household. The
status of a man and his clan in medieval society
was principally determined by his ability to

meet these levies and continue to prosper.
Cattle have figured into Scottish history in
many ways. In ancient religion, these animals

were powerful symbols of masculine and
feminine fertility. Families gained and held
power based on their holdings in cattle, as well
as in land, precious metals, weapons, soldiers,
etc.
So when someone asks, “Why would you
like Highland cows?” I generally respond,
“Why wouldn’t you?”
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by Kathi Hennesey

Pangur Bán

USA

Here is a poem, written by an Irish
monk stationed near the border of
Germany and Austria. It has survived
from about the 9th century, and, yes,
it is about a cat. Many years later we
are still obsessed with cats.

Irish monks of old are famous for their preservation of biblical
and cultural history. They also set their pens to the writing of
poems from time to time. One of the best-known examples of one
of these Old Irish poems is Pangur Bán. This poem was written
in about the 9th century at Reichenau Abbey. It was written by
an Irish Benedictine monk who lived at St. Paul’s Monastery on
Reichenau Island in Lake Constance (Bodensee), where Germany
meets with Carinthia, Austria. The poem is about his cat – Pangur
Bán, or “white fuller.”
In eight verses of four lines each, the author compares the cat’s
activities with his own scholarly pursuits. Little did he know that
1,200 years later, others would fall in love with the poem.
The poem is preserved in a volume called the Reichenau Primer (poem pictured above), and
is now kept in St. Paul’s Abbey in the Lavanttal, Austria. Many people over the years have tried
to translate it into modern English without losing the original meaning. On the following page
is one modern translation by Robin Flower.
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PANGUR BÁN (in English)
I and Pangur Ban my cat,
Tis a like task we are at:
Hunting mice is his delight,
Hunting words I sit all night.

PANGUR BÁN (in Old Irish)
        
Messe ocus Pangur Bán,
cechtar nathar fria saindan:
bíth a menmasam fri seilgg,
mu memna céin im saincheirdd.               

Better far than praise of men
Tis to sit with book and pen;
Pangur bears me no ill will,
He too plies his simple skill.

Caraimse fos (ferr cach clu)
oc mu lebran, leir ingnu;
ni foirmtech frimm Pangur Bán:
caraid cesin a maccdán.                

Tis a merry thing to see
At our tasks how glad are we,
When at home we sit and find
Entertainment to our mind.

O ru biam (scél cen scís)
innar tegdais, ar n-oendís,
taithiunn, dichrichide clius,
ni fris tarddam ar n-áthius.          

Oftentimes a mouse will stray
In the hero Pangur’s way;
Oftentimes my keen thought set
Takes a meaning in its net.

Gnáth, huaraib, ar gressaib gal
glenaid luch inna línsam;
os mé, du-fuit im lín chéin
dliged ndoraid cu ndronchéill.   

‘Gainst the wall he sets his eye
Full and fierce and sharp and sly;
‘Gainst the wall of knowledge I
All my little wisdom try.
When a mouse darts from its den
O how glad is Pangur then!
O what gladness do I prove
When I solve the doubts I love!

Fuachaidsem fri frega fál
a rosc, a nglése comlán;
fuachimm chein fri fegi fis
mu rosc reil, cesu imdis.
                              
Faelidsem cu ndene dul
hi nglen luch inna gerchrub;
hi tucu cheist ndoraid ndil
os me chene am faelid.                

So in peace our tasks we ply,
Pangur Ban, my cat, and I;
In our arts we find our bliss,
I have mine and he has his.

Cia beimmi a-min nach ré
ni derban cách a chele:
maith la cechtar nár a dán;
subaigthius a óenurán.

Practice every day has made
Pangur perfect in his trade;
I get wisdom day and night
Turning darkness into light.

He fesin as choimsid dáu
in muid du-ngni cach oenláu;
du thabairt doraid du glé
for mu mud cein am messe.
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Lord of the Vales

The Irish Elk
by Pollyanna Jones
England

National Museum of Ireland – http://pokergrump.blogspot.co.uk/2014/09/british-isles-trip-part-26-dublin.html

If you should ever visit the National Museum
of Ireland in Dublin, you would come face-toface with the bones of an incredible mammal
called Megaloceros, from the Greek for “giant
horns.” Believed to roam the valleys and
woodlands of central and eastern Ireland up to
around 10,500 years ago, this animal stood seven
foot tall (just over 2 metres) at the shoulders. It
would have weighed between 800 and 1000 lb.
[1], with an antler width of up to ten feet (3.6
metres).
The common name of this great beast is
misleading, as it was not an elk, but a giant deer
[2]. Nor was it exclusive to Ireland. Remains
have been found in Central Asia, Hungary,
Germany, Austria, Italy, France, and Britain.
Many fine examples have been found in
Ireland, which helps explain why this creature
has the common name that it does. Before more
remains of this animal were discovered around
Eurasia and identified as being the same species,
it was thought that Ireland was the only place
where the animal roamed.

There are many sites in Ireland where the
remains of Megaloceros have been found,
usually in lake sediments, peat bogs, and even
caves. Ballybetagh Bog, in Co. Dublin, has
yielded the greatest haul of remains. Over 100
skeletons have been found over the years.
Dublin is home to ten complete skeletons,
including six females. Only when standing near
them do you get a sense of the scale of these
animals.
These animal remains inspire awe, and you
are likely to see a skull with a set of antlers
mounted on a wall in an Irish castle or country
house. I dare say they would need strong
brackets to hang them up though, as the antlers
alone can weigh around 80 lb. (40kg.).
It is believed that the sheer size of the Irish
Elk protected them from predators such as
wolves, with only the sick and young being
susceptible to attack. Like any herding animal,
the deer would defend their own, and it is likely
that each herd was ruled over by one stag, siring
all of the does in his herd.
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Irish Elk outrunning a pack of wolves.

Megaloceros roamed the land from around
11,750 years ago up to around 10,950 years
ago, placing them in the Glacial Period of the
Pleistocene Epoch. When the glacial retreats
occurred, the animal declined. Scientists are
trying to deduce whether environmental change,
lack of food, or hunting by man were the nail
in the coffin for this incredible animal. Rising
sea levels may also have been a factor, cutting
the animals off from their migration routes, if
their behaviour included long journeys like the
caribou and reindeer of the modern age.

The stag’s rule may have been through
terror, or show. Like a modern deer, the size of
the beast’s antlers are a status symbol declaring
strength and power. It was once thought that the
Irish Elk suffered extinction when it reached
a point when the antlers were too large for the
creature to defend itself, or even lift its head!
We now understand that the antlers grow
proportionally to the size of the animal, which
was a muscular and stocky beast [3]. The fights
between stags must have been incredible, as
they did battle for rulership of a herd, or drove
out young challengers.

This Irish Elk skeleton was found in Co. Dublin,
and is on display in a museum in Pittsburgh, PA.
Photo from Wikimedia.

Image from http://roaringwaterjournal.
com/2014/10/26/the-irish-elk/

We can only imagine what these great herds
might have looked like as they traversed the
tundra of a chilled land. Yet they might not be
doomed for the history books forever.
The Long Now Foundation has identified
the Irish Elk as a candidate for de-extinction,
where through selective breeding and other
techniques, a once-extinct animal is brought
back to life [4].
How amazing would that be?
FOOTNOTE SOURCES:

Above photo (from Wikimedia) shows an Irish Elk
next to a Mammoth, to give scale. This display is in
a Zurich, Switzerland museum.
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[1] http://www.wilddeerireland.com/elk.html
[2] http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/sci/tech/791385.stm
[3] http://www.ucmp.berkeley.edu/mammal/artio/
irishelk.html
[4] http://longnow.org/revive/candidates/
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Northern Traditions
Celtic, Nordic, Germanic
and Anglo Saxon

by Cass and Deborah Wright
Bellows Falls, VT, USA

Keith

Horses are like numbers, you know, or can
be thought of that way, and sometimes, should
be.
Have no horse of your own, back in olden
times, and you’re walking where’er you go,
your slow, silly footprints littering the sands
of beaches and the loamy trails of woodlands
like the wandering quote marks of empty
speech. Old men of different eras have wisely
remarked that you can only ride one horse at
a time, still, if you had only the one horse to
ride, you could fuse with that willing servitor
in one engine of motion, and thus fold a day
so mounted like a page torn free of life, to be
penned off neatly as place and sky rocket past,
and so might one’s destiny be changed
by nightfall. Own a second steed, and
it is addition - possessing two horses,
you can tether one behind, to bear you
on when the first needs rest, following
you unburdened.
Lose one mount to an enemy,
and you’re subtracted from, but still
can escape on the horse remaining.
Find another of opposite gender, and
multiplication may happen, expanding
your worth, Over time, with canny
good luck, you might look across
a broad muir of many horses, coats
agleam in different colors beneath
the Alban sun, but if your own sons
number to a full hand, be careful
dividing your equine wealth, lest you
break your line’s house in jealousy.
Mark ye though, before imagining
such examples as pages from a child’s

primer, think back to the cave paintings of
Lascaux, to the parfleche winter-counts of the
Blackfeet, to the tribute tallies of Medieval
Brittany, even the early journals of Marco Polo
. . . the ascent of men and nations has always
been linked to their facility with beasts, and
whether hunting or herding, few are the peoples
who’ve ever lived by grain alone. Horses moved
armies, bought brides, drove cattle, generated
wealth, brought news faster than boat or bird,
broke enemy lines in battle, bore fugitives from
the jaws of doom, and delivered the salvation of
cavalry like manna from heaven.
And in this ancient world so universally
dependent on the service of horses, it was the
Celtic chiefs of Ireland and Scotland who were
known by international repute as “the Horse
Lords.”
Now imagine if you will, a misty brae in
the eastern Grampians, just an hour or two past
sunrise; a stout young roebuck trots up from the
strath below, snuffling the cool air and casting
wary eyes about him. Three riders suddenly
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Keith Tartan and Shield

top the rise below him, causing him to canter
toward the far ridge, but four more riders appear
from the south. Wheeling about, he darts back
toward the steeper slope, and almost reaches the
ledges above when a gangly youth breaks from
out the treeline, races forth and tackles the deer
to the ground. The foremost rider, likely the
chief, arrives quickly, and hastens to dispatch
the young stag with his skean.
Joined by the other hunters, father and son
set about dressing out their quarry, but not until
the prestigious moment is commemorated. To
celebrate the youth’s first kill, the elder man
dips three fingers in the yet-warm blood of the
stag, and traces three broad lines across the face
of his heir, a spontaneous act that will become,
for that tribe a sacred tradition. Now reckoned
a man, that youth will head for home riding,
for the first time, on his father’s horse, as the
elder walks proudly behind, helping to carry the
roebuck.
In time, that tribe became known as the Chatti,
and over longer years, that young roebuck stag
(newly antlered) would become the central
element of their crest . . . but first, there would
be one more great, further development, in the
centuries between . . .
The year now is 1010, and King Malcolm II
and his army have reached the area of Lochty
Burn (near the modern site of Carnoustie), to
meet the rapidly encroaching forces of King
Sueno of Denmark, led by his legendary general,
the Dane called Camus. The ensuing clash,
named later the Battle of Barrie, is horrendous
in its slaughter, and quickly decisive. Seeing
his invaders routed, General Camus flees back
toward his longships, but that goal’s never
attained, for he is overtaken by the Chief of the
Chatti, a ferocious warrior easily recognized by
those famed three facial lines, then drawn in
blue woad, for battle!
Their engagement was brief but brutal, blood
and sweat from both champions fanning through
the air like gale-blown rain.

Moments later, the Chief and the King
addressed each other over the body of the
butchered Danish raider, and to mark his
gratitude, Malcolm II dipped his fingers in the
blood of his foeman, and emulating the Chatti’s
tradition, drew three crimson lines down the
Chief’s battered bronze shield, proclaiming:
“Henceforth, shall your arms ever show this, and
further, shall ye be known ever as ‘Marbhachair
Chamuis’, the Slayer of Camus!”
Something like the exact spot of the deed
is even marked in the modern neighborhood
of Barrie Down, with an eerily ancient stone
cross, dated to the middle of the 11th century,
weathered almost beyond legibility, and called,
fittingly, the Camus Cross.

The Camus Cross, otherwise known as the Camuston
or Camustane Cross, is an Early Medieval Scottish
standing stone located on the Panmure Estate near
Carnoustie in Angus, Scotland.
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But the Chatti themselves are marked for
even greater things, deeds involving neither
dead deer, nor dead Danes, but rather vast,
milling herds of horses - horses seized from
other tribes and clans, horses bred with high
skill for power and beauty, horses ridden by
scouts, and hunters, and men at arms, horses
sold for bright coinage at markets and fairs, and
often, strategically, horses presented as gifts
to the chiefs and noblemen of other clans, and
great houses, for by then it was the era of a new
King Malcolm, the Deposer of MacBeth, the
man known far and wide as the Canmore.
By the 12th century, these men, whose
original tribe had named themselves for the
fierce Scottish wildcat, had become known
far better as the Clan of the Horse Masters,
and those times yet were changing rapidly for
them; around 1140, an errant adventurer named
Hervey, likely of Norman descent, wooed and
wed the heiress of the storied Marbhachair,
and in the recorded year of 1150, King David I
awarded to this Norman a charter for the lands
of Keth, thereby appending the clan with the
surname they would proudly bear from that day
to this.
Hervey’s son, the first chief of Clan Keith to
be born to the new name, was officially titled
“the Marischal of the King of Scots” in a charter
proclaimed in 1176; marischal was originally a
Medieval Scots word, derived from a composite
Old English term meaning “the keeper of the
horses’ barn,” no doubt referencing the Keiths’
famed skill with horses, and which no doubt
placed the title-holder not only in supervision
of all the King’s huge corps of horses, but also
in command of all the grooms, stablers, and
stockmen involved in their care and service.
Additionally, by the turn of the thirteenth
century, it was also stated that the Marischal
was, as well, the custodian for the King’s “royal
regalia,” and was even responsible for the King’s
personal safety when attending Parliament! So
well did the Keiths personify this unique office,

and discharge its multiple lofty duties, that it
became the family’s heritable title, by royal
decree, in perpetuity, until removed by attainder,
by warrant of the House of Hanover, but even
thereafter, the defunct post of Marischal was
forever linked to one clan, and one clan only!
But let us wheel about the steed of this story
for the nonce, for there are other Keiths that
deserve more than a mere nod and wink, like
Robert de Keth, who, in 1308, was granted
Halforest, the royal forest of Aberdeen, by no
less a boon companion than Robert the Bruce!
In recognition for the immense advancement
this signified for his clan, de Keth chose that
very locale for the building of the Keith’s first
castle.
The rapport between the two Roberts grew
closer every year, and it surprised few among
the Bruce’s loyal followers that the young
Prince placed his entire cavalry under de Keth’s
command on that fateful day at Bannockburn,
for which service he was duly knighted.
Perhaps the perfect anecdote of that
relationship comes from further on in the War of
Independence, when the Bruce managed a narrow
but decisive victory at the Battle of Methven.
Prince Robert had been unhorsed at one point,
and de Keth chose to pursue and secure the
Bruce’s mount, leaving him to be defended by
his other great aide, James, the Black Douglas.
As soon as triumph was secured thereafter, the
Good Sir James angrily reprimanded de Keth
for leaving his liege’s side when he was at such
great peril. Robert de Keth purportedly replied,
with great aplomb, that Douglas had slain only
three men while protecting the Bruce, whereas
he himself had slain five men just rescuing the
Prince’s horse.
Following that, de Keth and Douglas
became fast friends and frequent companions,
ultimately exampled by de Keth accompanying
Douglas on his pilgrimage to chaperone the late
Bruce’s sealed heart to Jerusalem for atonement;
surviving Good Sir James after the Moorish
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attack in Granada, de Keth and Sir Simon
Lee then repatriated their King’s heart back to
Scotland, for its interment at Melrose Abbey.
The doughty Sir Robert, commonly known
by then as “the Marischal,” closed out a valiant
career by escorting the Bruce’s son, David II,
when he fled to France in wake of the usurpation
of Edward Balliol.
Sir Robert’s son, and the clan’s next chief,
was William the Marischal, who augmented
the Keiths’ fortunes by acquiring the estates
of Buchan, Lothian and Kincardine, through
marriage to the heiress of fellow courtier, Sir
Alexander Fleming, who had held the post of
High Chamberlain.
Further fortune was brought to the Keiths
when William’s brother John won the hand of
the heiress of House Cheyne, whose dowry
included the massive Inverugie estates,
including the second castle for the clan, a keep
which later became, for a time, the chiefly seat
for Clan Keith.
William’s marriage also granted the barony

of Dunnottar around this time, which was
gifted to his daughter Christian and son-in-law
William Lindsay of Byres. In 1392, however,
an excambion (exchange) was agreed whereby
Keith regained Dunnottar Castle and Lindsay
took lands in Fife.
William Keith completed construction
of the tower house at Dunnottar, but was
excommunicated for building on the consecrated
ground associated with the parish church. Keith
then provided a new parish church closer to the
town of Stonehaven, but still was forced to write
to the Pope, Benedict XIII, who issued a bull in
1395 lifting his charges.
In the same generation, three of Sir William’s
progeny grew to wed children of King Robert
II, further dovetailing the family’s fortunes into
those of the royal court, the eldest of whom, the
third Lord Keith, being elevated to peerage as the
first Earl Marischal in 1458. His great-grandson,
in turn the fourth Earl Marischal, founded the
prestigious Marischal College in Aberdeen,
endowing it with the Greyfriar lands.

A Celtic Guide drawing based on a photo of Dunnottar Castle.
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The machinations of Britain’s Stuart reigns
boded less than well for the Keiths, sadly, and
the seventh Earl’s devotion to the Reformation
landed him in the Tower of London, though the
coin flipped following the Restoration, which
not only freed him, but led to his appointment
as a Privy Counciller, and later, the Lord Privy
Seal.
But were there ever a man who hated the
name of Keith to the point of wrath, it was
Oliver Cromwell, and he made well known his
despisal of all things Celtic when he vented his
rage upon the foreboding Dunnottar Castle,
ostensibly to seize the Honors of Scotland, but
arguably just as much to hammer his rage against
a proud Scottish clan, and water the Alban soil
with native blood.
Remarkably, Dunnottar, Clan Keith and the
Honors survived his lethal pillaging, though the
grand old fortress, once thought unassailable,
would never return to her old glory, forever
showing the hateful battering of a gargantuan
zealot.
The Keiths chose to support the Jacobite
cause in the final Rising, and for that chivalric

commitment, were stripped thereafter by the
British crown of all their titles, lands, castles
and holdings.
Military fame fighting for other nations
would follow, as the descendants of those fierce
Chatti tribesmen rode across the shifting maps of
war-torn Europe, galloping over barbicans, and
cantering between exploding cannon-fire, right
up through the close of the 1700s. Exiles from
their beloved Caledonian soil, leading other
Kings’ soldiers, they earned many commandery
awards and honors, including Germany’s Order
of the Black Eagle, and Russia’s Imperial Order
of St. Andrew.
In 1801, the Lord Lyon (the royal Herald for
Scotland) recognized Keith of Ravelston and
Dunnottar as a representer of the Marischals.
His nephew was dubbed Knight Marischal for
the visit of George IV to Edinburgh in 1922.
Today, the thirteenth Earl resides at Keith
Hall in Aberdeenshire; I imagine, given his
bloodline, that he enjoys going riding, and
probably often, though whether he does or not,
I am sure that he dreams about horses, horses,
and evermore, horses . . .

The Book is Coming!

The printing process has begun! Soon a compilation of the
first two years of Henceforth Tales should be available for sale
soon at fairs, events, etc.
Thank you all for your readership.

by Cass & Deborah Wright
Follow future issues of the Celtic Guide for further information about
this publication. . . and thank you for joining us at the hearth ! - DW
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The Human Animal
Like it or not, most scientists consider humans
as part of the animal kingdom. One thing we do
have an advantage in is that we can track our
heritage through history, and now through DNA.
One research project recently found that many
men in Wales are the direct descendants of only ten
men, almost certainly kings, princes or patriarchs.
About one in five have royal or noble blood running
through their veins.
This makes Wales very different from England,
where very few men can trace a direct royal lineage
through their DNA.
Like Wales, similar research in Scotland has
discovered a Royal Stewart lineage that lives on in
many thousands of men, along with a large number
who are descended from Somerled, the first Lord
of the Isles and the royal line of Clan Donald.
Likewise, in Ireland many men carry the DNA
of Niall of the Nine Hostages.
Surnames stay alive and the numbers who
inherit them grow slowly. It has been realized
that kings, lords, and other powerful men of the

by James A. McQuiston
USA

past partnered with several, often many, different
women. They were able to spread their ancestral
DNA very widely and have many sons. Compared
to the general population, many more of these
sons of the elite, in these early medieval societies,
would have survived into adulthood, and been
able to continue their family lines on down to the
present day.
The real key lies in the fact that the Celtic
habit of dividing up land into smaller parcels, so
that each son had property, meant that the sons of
nobility generally all retained status and were in
their turn able to have access to many women.
In England and parts of Lowland Scotland,
however, primogeniture was the mechanism used
by which only the first-born son inherited, and
younger sons were often forced to find other roles,
sometimes as churchmen, sometimes as warriors.
As descendants became more distantly related to a
ruling family, their power and prestige diminished
– and so did their access to many women, making
their lines very difficult to detect through DNA.
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The Fiendish Black Dog
of British Folklore

Black Dog illustration by
Vasilios Markousis (2015)

There exists in British folklore a frightful
creature known simply as the Black Dog.
Although some stories may have originated
with an encounter with a living dog, in legend
the tales usually tell of a spirit or ghost dog. It
is almost always described as larger than your
average dog with shaggy black fur and glowing
fiery red eyes, sometimes said to be the size of
saucers.
The black dog is seen in many areas of
Britain, most often in the southern and eastern
parts of England, but it has also been reported
in Scotland, in the border region of Wales, and
rarely in Ireland and Scandinavia. The dog is
encountered by wanderers out alone at night,
and it is spotted in liminal places.
These are places where the veil between
the human and spirit worlds is said to be thin.
Liminal places are often places of transition
or symbolic of change, such as crossroads,
bridges, gates, and entryways. Sometimes he
is seen trotting down a road that is known to
be ancient. In some cases the dog is thought to
be the guardian of an ancestral sacred place or
some ancient treasure.
Although he is often described as a fiend and
witnesses are nearly always terrified, not all
black dogs are reported as malicious.

Some are considered harmless, especially if
left alone. Witnesses advise that if you encounter
a black dog, do not approach it! The black dog
can do great harm if the passerby attempts to
interact with it, but is likely to be quite benign
if left alone.
W.B. Yeats makes a very brief mention of the
black dog in his book Fairy and Folk Tales of the
Irish Peasantry, saying that it may be a form of
the Pooka. His short section on the Pooka says
that “the Pooka, rectè Púca, seems essentially
an animal spirit. Some derive his name from
poc, a he-goat; and speculative persons consider
him the forefather of Shakespeare’s ‘Puck.’ On
solitary mountains and among old ruins he lives,
‘grown monstrous with much solitude,’ and is
of the race of the nightmare.”
Jacqueline Simpson mentions black dog
apparitions in her book The Folklore of the
Welsh Border. She found a record of black dog
lore dating to 1871 which states:
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Joe Phillips entertained me with the
terrors of the Llowes road at night, the
black dog, the phantom horses, etc., which
made my hair stand on end. He said many
people would not travel that road at night
for £100.

She continues on to discuss a report made by
one Miss Wherry who was given her information
from “a farmer’s wife whose family seem to have
seen them quite frequently.” They all follow
the pattern of physical description described
above, adding only that the dog was as large as
a calf, others saying that it was as big as a fullygrown cow, all with the same fiery glowing
eyes. The farmer’s wife took the apparition to
be a harbinger of death. This interpretation was
confirmed the following day when the woman
received news that her brother had been killed
in a railway accident (Simpson, 89).
The black dog was sometimes reckoned to
be the ghost of a man taking the form of a dog.
Simpson mentions that in the Welsh borderlands
,the dog was sometimes thought to be the ghost
of Wild Edric, an Anglo-Saxon hero who resisted
the Normans whose story was passed down into
legend. But the dog could also be the ghost of
other men as well.
The black dog legend has many variations.
One of which is the Black Shuck (or Old Shuck),
found in East Anglia, England. It is thought that
the term shuck is descended from the AngloSaxon word scucca, meaning demonic spirit
(Rose, 42). The black shuck’s description is
very similar to the other black dog’s appearance,
except he is said to be as large as a donkey and is
sometimes seen with only one eye that can glow
with either red or green fire. This dark figure is
often seen on roads, marshes, alongside rivers,
and guarding cemeteries.
Another variant is the Black Vaughn which
was said to be tied specifically to the Vaughn
surname. This dog’s role was to alert the
Vaughns of impending deaths in the family.
Because the black dog is seen more frequently
in England and areas that border England, it is
likely that if this legend has ancient origins, that
it is more likely to be Anglo-Saxon than Celtic.
This view is strengthened by the Black Shuck’s
tie to the Anglo-Saxon word scucca, the black
dog’s sometime association with Wild Edric,
and the fact that these legends also sometimes
appear in Scandinavia.

The black dog, as a subgroup of other spectral
dog and hellhound legends, which can appear in
a pack of dogs which sometimes fly, may also
have derived from the ancient tales of the Wild
Hunt. Variations of the Wild Hunt are found in
both Celtic and Germanic mythology. But it
was especially prevalent in Germanic paganism
where the hunt was led by the god Odin.
But this kind of folkloric tale often has more
recent origins, and is just as likely to be more
British than specifically Anglo-Saxon or Celtic.
One other interesting bit of trivia about the
black dog legends is that they are said to have
inspired Arthur Conan Doyle’s Sherlock Holmes
story, The Hound of Baskervilles.

Illustration from The Hound of Baskervilles
by Sidney Paget 1901
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So what’s next? Something pretty big in the world of the Celtic Guide. We’re still around. We’re still
doing all of this for the love of Celtic culture and storytelling. The only difference is we are going to an
every-other-month publication starting with this issue (see page 2 for information on this).
Our next issue, our Halloween issue, is a pretty popular one and we are going to stick with our planned
“Wee Folk and Monsters” theme for that issue, though some other types of spooky stuff may sneak in you know, things that go bump in the night. For December, we’ll have our “Gifts” issue as planned. In
that last issue of the year it is pretty much open season on whatever Celtic-based submissions folks wish
to send in. We’ve had poetry and recipes, and lots of fiction stories and artwork in past December issues,
and there are really no rules other than being Celtic-oriented and not excessive in length.
So here are the themes for next year – 2016. We have some “Good Stuff” coming up!
February - Seasons and Cycles (recurring themes from Celtic culture and history)
April - War and Peace (great men and women, great events from Celtic history)
June - Kith and Kin (stories about family episodes, connections, mysteries)
August - Hearth and Home (stories of old buildings and living structures)
October - Our Halloween issue in whatever spooky form that decides to take next year
December - Gifts (our free-for-all, anything-goes, Christmas gift issue)
We will cover a lot of ground with this list of themes, so get those pencils sharpened, get those reading
glasses polished, and hang on for the ride!
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